





























































 This humble work is dedicated to helping  
reduce animal experimentation in drug development. 
Hopefully computation techniques  
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The fact that the research and development of new therapeutic drugs requires a huge effort                             
to be invested by the pharmaceutical industry, has called the assistance of computational                         
methods for optimizing the drug discovery process. One of the important problems in drug                           
discovery is the prediction of the biomolecular targets that can interact with a test chemical                             
compound (for example, a drug candidate). This can be described as a multi­label learning                           
problem in which different targets correspond to different labels. An important characteristic                       
of the data available for training a multi­target prediction model is that it is very incomplete in                                 
the labels assigned to molecules. For most chemical structures, there is no data or only one                               
or two targets are known to be active, but most other targets have not been tested. 
In this work, we use evaluation measures that are able to cope with incompleteness in the                               
multi­label problem, and we propose to utilize the micro­average of one of those measures                           
for the different labels as a model validation metric. Then, we analyze the problem by                             
transforming the data into a one­dimensional space which facilitates its visualization.                     
Different predictive models have been developed and validated. A model validation                     
comparison shows that the weighted similarity model (WTC) that we propose improves over                         
the standard similarity model based of the Jaccard­Tanimoto Coefficient (TC). In addition,                       
we introduced a Customized Logistic Regression (CLR) model, which is an extension of the                           
Logistic Regression (LR) algorithm, and has shown a successful fitting of the data and good                             
performance. A Random Forest (RF) model was also applied, and has demonstrated to                         
outperform significantly all other models in our validation experiments. Further, the RF model                         
was extended into an Ensemble of Classifier Chains (ECC) approach and showed an                         
improved generalization ability over the RF model.  
In order to deal with the challenge of data incompleteness, we have proposed a second CLR                               
model with ‘corrected’ probabilities, which has shown competitive prediction ability.                   
Additionally, this CLR model has estimated the incompleteness in our data. Using the                         
estimated incompleteness as an input value, we have applied the Expectation­Maximization                     
(EM) method for missing data imputation and generated a completed dataset, which tells us                           



















































































































































As the knowledge in the domain of medical and pharmacological sciences grows, the                         
development of new medicines increases in complexity. That is partly due to the fact that                             
treatments are becoming more therapeutic targeted and tailored to the specific needs of the                           
patients. A huge failure rate is an inherent part of the process of drug discovery with a 12%                                   
percent of success for drugs entering clinical trials ever making it to patients [1]. While a                               
successful complete process is estimated in 12­15 years of R&D and a cost of more than                               
$800K [2]. Over the years, developing new medicines is becoming a harder task and the                             
number of new drugs reaching the market each year is getting smaller. This is making the                               
drug development process a harder challenge for pharmaceutical industry than ever before,                       
requiring more efficient and accurate experimental and computational methods. 
As a result of many years of research, huge collections of data regarding                         
experiments have been accumulated from articles, assays and pharmaceutical patents,                   
which were curated in databases that became partially available to the public. The existence                           
of such big sources of data has allowed data mining methods to be applied, helping in                               
discovering the vast chemical search space which could be relevant for finding possible new                           
therapeutic drugs. These methods aim to extract statistics and correlation patterns based on                         
structure­activity results of the known experiments. Such patterns are the basis for the                         
development of predictive models that can provide insight into the biological activity of a                           
compound without the need to synthesize it. Which leads to many benefits such as savings                             
in the cost and duration of the drug product development, reduction of the need for animal                               
testing, and prediction of potential unwelcome side effects. 
A therapeutic drug consists of a combination of one compound or more, where each                           
of these compounds binds into intended receptor proteins­targets in the cells of the patient                           
and generate activity that triggers some specific actions like activating or inhibiting certain                         
chemical paths. This actions intend to treat a certain disease or clinical need, with limited                             
side effects. 
One of the early steps in the development process of new medicines is to identify                             
potential compounds that are active toward specific receptor targets, while taking into                       
account the activations of other targets that might cause unwelcomed side effects on the                           
patient. 
In this project, we are interested in developing computational methods for predicting                       
potential protein­target bindings that might result in later therapeutic action for small                       
chemical structures. This type of prediction models are known as Quantitative                     
Structure–Activity Relationships (QSAR) modelling [3].  
From the point view of Machine Learning, the type of models in which we are                             
interested in this thesis can be described as a multi­label learning models. In these models a                               
small molecule or potential drug candidate can be represented as a binary fingerprint of                           
features that characterize the molecular structure, and the different targets correspond to                       
binary labels that could be assigned to the compound or not. A positive label association                             
means that the compound binds to the target. 
Given that the multi­label data that is available for modeling multi­target prediction of                         
drug­like structures is very incomplete, the problem should be regarded as a problem of                           
modeling with label incompleteness, in which the missing rate cannot be reliably estimated.                         
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To the best of our knowledge, the problem of modeling target prediction taking into account                             
label incompleteness has not been previously addressed in the relevant literature. In order to                           
cope with the incompleteness in the data, suitable evaluation measures were introduced in                         
this thesis to assess the performance of the multi­label models that we built. Among other                             
validation measures, we propose to evaluate a prediction model with incomplete validation                       
data by taking into consideration only the estimated Recall for a fixed number of predictions                             
per molecule. 
We introduce a similarity search method based on the structure fingerprints (FP),                       
computed by the Jaccard­Tanimoto Coefficient (TC) similarity to the nearest neighbor (NN)                       
analog. As a result, our problem is transformed from the multiple features space into a                             
one­dimensional space, in which a useful visualization becomes feasible. Based on that, we                         
were able to discuss the distribution of active, inactive and unlabeled examples in the                           
chemical space, and we have evolved a perception of the data incompleteness.  
A Customized Logistic Regression (CLR) model is proposed to better fit the data in                           
the TC space and consequently produce better prediction performance. Another version of                       
the CLR model is later proposed to compensate for the data incompleteness with a                           
‘corrected’ probability, parametrized by ​β​. Given a label L, ​β stands for the the number of                               
missing instances of label L for each one of the observed examples labelled with L, or the                                 
rate of missing examples in proportion to the observed data for L. This model has shown                               
competitive validation results, and signs of improvement in a statistical measure believed to                         
estimate performance over the ‘actual’ data given our limited knowledge of positive and                         
unlabeled examples (PU­measure) [4]. 
Finally, we build an iterative Expectation­Maximization (EM) model, based on the                     
probabilities generated by a Random Forest (RF) algorithm. The EM model is suggested as                           
a Missing Data Imputation (MDI) method, thus producing completed data based on the                         
observed data (the data that we know). The completed data tells us about the distribution of                               




In Chapter 1, we provide a definition of the problem from its pharmacological point of view.                               
We define the objectives of this work and the data used in the following chapters. Next, we                                 
highlight the main challenges of the work and we place the work in context by presenting                               
recent related works. In Chapter 2, we first present the data preparation and exploration                           
processes. And later on, we introduce the methodology of the work, including detailed                         
descriptions of the methods developed based on the analysis, and evaluation measures                       
suited for the multi­label problem taking into account the data incompleteness. In Chapter 3,                           







In order for a new therapeutic drug to reach the market, a drug discovery and development                               
process should be carried. Such a process consists of 5 main phases (see Figure 1.1):                             
Research, lead discovery, preclinical development, clinical trials (3 phases) and ultimately                     






Figure 1.1. Drug discovery process from the target identification (ID) and validation, through to filing of a                                 
compound application and the approximate timescale for these processes. FDA, Food and Drug                         
Administration; IND, Investigational New Drug; NDA, New Drug Application. [6] 
 
Initial research is done by experts of different domains such as pharmacology, chemistry,                         
biology, etc. to develop hypotheses that the activation/inhibition of certain protein target will                         
result in a therapeutic effect on the disease state. Targets are in most cases proteins which                               
have active centers, pockets, that can bind or not small chemical compounds, the potential                           
drug, eliciting a relevant biological response. Following this target identification phase, an                       
intensive search for potential drug­like small compounds is done during the lead discovery                         
phase, where a lead compound is identified that can be further developed optimizing it for                             
potency, minimization of adverse effects or toxic environmental impact. Selected drug                     
candidates are then taken into the preclinical and clinical trials phases. Successful drug                         
candidates have to go through a drug approval process at regulatory agencies like the Food                             
and Drug Administration (USA). 
The existence of extensive data collections of experimental results, has made it                       
possible for data mining methods to be applied to optimize the process of drug discovery                             





In terms of machine learning, the objective of this project is to build an interpretable                             
multi­label classification model, which for a given test chemical compound makes                     
target­binding predictions with associated probabilistic scores. The predictions are based on                     
relevant Quantitative Structure­Activity Relationships (QSAR) [3] properties.  
Later this prediction model could be used through a software interface, where an                         
expert user introduces a chemical compound and the system identifies and retrieves the                         
most probable active targets for that structure with their associated scores indicating the                         
degree of confidence in each prediction. Other elements supporting interpretation of                     
prediction outcomes could be presented to the user: Such as in case of instance­based                           
models, the closest analog structure to the test structure, with a label predicted for the test                               
structure. And for other types of models, the subset of important features/rules that led to the                               
prediction. This was kept out of the scope of this work, however it was considered in                               
selecting an interpretable machine learning architecture. 
Data 
The data used for this project has been selected from the public ChEMBL [7] database                             
(Release v. 20) created and maintained by the European Bioinformatics Institute (EBI)                       
research center, of the European Molecular Biology Laboratory. ChEMBL is an open                       
database containing Mechanism of Action (MoA) data for a large number of drug­like                         
bioactive compounds. MoA refers to the specific biochemical interaction through which a                       
drug substance produces its pharmacological effect, such effect includes specific molecular                     
targets to which the drug binds and triggers an action. For simplification, in this project we                               
disregard the actions and consider only target binding, which is the previous step for eliciting                             
a biological response or action. This increases the amount of data for each label of the                               
model, since there is more data available for target binding than for biological response, and                             
reduces the original subset of labels relevant to this study, from 576 MoAs to 505 possible                               
targets. And the Label Cardinality (LC), which is the average number of labels per structure,                             
for this data it has a small value (between 1 and 2). 
The ChEMBL database is gathered by continuous extraction of information from                     
published literature including articles in scientific journals and High Throughput Screening                     
assays (HTS) from the PubChem database [8] and compiles data from other sources like TG                             
Gates, GRAC, DrugMatrix and the TP­search Transporter Database. Data sources include                     
results of assays that have tested sets of compounds against specific targets of interest                           
within the domain of the specific research. It should be noted that compiled data have an                               
error rate that can arise from human or experimental error sources. Moreover, different                         
literature references and data sources may use different criteria for interpreting the results.                         
In order to solve the latter cause of error, we were advised by experts in the company (Prous                                   
Institute for Biomedical Research) to define a safe set of criteria in order to extract aligned                               
and trusted data. Technically, we have downloaded the ChEMBL database locally and                       
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compiled data using SQL queries made through ​PostgreSQL ​database system. The queries                       
were programmed to compile active and inactive data from the same assays, according to                           
the selected criteria. 
One of the major challenges of the problem is that the results are missing for targets                               
not within the interest of the assay’s research domain. This involves in the problem                           
challenge of label incompleteness, in which the rate of incompleteness is high and cannot be                             
reliably estimated. 
Throughout the report, we name the known data (the data we compiled) as the                           
‘observed data’, and the real data (if the observed data was fully complete) as the ‘actual                               
data’. 
As explained in reference [9], three types of missing data patterns can be                         
distinguished:  
● (1) Not Missing at Random (NMAR) ­ i.e. ​the value of the missing label is related to the                                   
reason it is missing,  
● (2) ​Missing at Random (MAR) ­ i.e. ​the value of other variables with completed                           
information are accounted for the reason a label is missing,  
● (3) Missing ​Completely at Random (MCAR) ­ i.e. the reason a label is missing, is                             
independence of both its value and other variables with complete information.  
According to this distinction,​we realize that the pattern of missing in our data can be in                                 
many cases NMAR, which is caused by reasons such as, that the results of many                             
experiments are not being reported if they corresponds to inactive compounds, because                       
these results have low importance within their research domain and there is a publication                           
bias toward positive results. On the other hand, results of many experiments are not                           
published by pharmaceutical companies for intellectual property and competitive advantage                   
reasons. The NMAR pattern of missing data is a main cause for label incompleteness in our                               
data.  
In other cases, the pattern type of missing data is MAR. This is in part due the bias of                                     
experiments toward exploring specific and focused chemical spaces for each target. But                       
also, for experimental conditions, such as, difficulty to synthesize compounds that bind to a                           
specific target. The MAR pattern of missing data accounts mainly for structure                       
incompleteness in our data, making the chemical space being heterogeneously covered by                       
our data.  
However as we have no further information to correct the source of incompleteness                         
and we cannot reliably estimate the type of incompleteness, we will consider that the type of                               
missing data is MCAR. 
 
In the development of our work, we used the following training and validation datasets                           
described below: 
● Dataset DS1: This is the starting point dataset and the training set of our goal                             
multi­label model for target prediction. It includes structure binding data for ​505                       
possible targets. The dataset compiles ​181,578 chemical structures related to the                     
targets by ​337,457 SARs (Structure­Activity Relationships), were ‘activity’ in this case                     
refers to a positive binding experiment between a structure and a target. A random                           
holdout of 15% of the structures is set aside as validation set and the 85% remaining                               
will be used as training set. Hence the Label Cardinalities (LC) of the training and test                               
sets are similar, and approximately ​~1.86​. 
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● Dataset DS2: A reduced dataset with a subset of related targets selected from DS1                           
is considered for CPU efficiency purposes. This subset that we call ‘Antipsychotic                       
targets’, contains ​32 possible targets. By choosing this subset of targets the                       
complexity of the problem is not severely reduced, since compound examples in the                         
subset are mainly related to the target family and the prediction challenge for a model                             
built with this data is to discriminate the active targets within that family for test                             
structures. The dataset includes ​43,644 chemical structures with ​81,087 SARs. A                     
random holdout of ​15% of the structures is set aside as validation set and the ​85%                               
remains as training set. Hence the LC of training and test sets are similar, and                             
approximately ​~1.86​. We notice that the training and validation sets are extracted                       
from the same source randomly, thus they have high similarity given the redundancy                         
of data coming from the same assay references. We regard the value of the                           
validation measures over this holdout validation set as an upper estimate of the                         
performance of the model that we would get for external test data obtained from a                             
different source than the training set. 
● Dataset DS3: Uses the same data of the dataset DS2, with holdout of ​17% as                             
validation set and ​83% as training set. However the split is not done randomly, but                             
considering the assay references in the sources of the data instances. This split                         
avoids the redundancy of data coming from the same assay reference. Moreover,                       
while structures in many cases are referenced in multiple source assays, the                       
structures chosen for the validation set is in a separable set of sources that appeared                             
uniquely and solely to those structures (meaning that the structures had only one                         
source, and this source was not accompanied with any other). This leads to a source                             
independent set of structures with sources that studied non frequent structures. The                       
LC for the training set is ​~1.93​, while the LC for the validation set is ​~1.5​. We                                 
consider the performance estimate of a model built with the training set over this                           
validation set a lower bound of the performance on test data from a different source                             
than the training set.  
● Dataset DS4: Uses the same data with the same split as for dataset DS3. However,                             
it includes also inactive data coming from the same assay sources of the active                           
compounds. This negative data was introduced exclusively in the training set. Part of                         
the inactive labels refer to structures also included in the active data for other labels,                             
while others are new structures. By introducing active and inactive data, we spotted                         
some SAR conflicts. In those cases, the structures were removed from the dataset.                         
As a result, we obtained a training set of ​40,588 structures with a LC of ​~1.7 for                                 






1. Multi­Label prediction: Predicting for the test chemical compounds binding to 505                     
possible therapeutic and toxicology related targets (​32 possible targets in the                     
reduced datasets DS2, DS3 and DS4). 
2. Label incompleteness: The data is incomplete for most labels as experiments test                       
specific targets (labels) within the chemical space of known binding activity for the                         
target. Moreover, for intellectual property and competitive advantage considerations                 
not all results are published, in particular those obtained by pharmaceutical                     
companies. The incompleteness is not known and cannot be reliably estimated.                     
Furthermore, different labels have different levels of incompleteness. 
3. Structure incompleteness: Experiments were made to explore specific and focused                   
areas of the chemical space, causing a heterogeneous coverage of the space. 
4. Label Imbalance: The complete data set, DS1, has different degree of                     
representation of the different labels.This is affected by the diverse popularity of                       
targets in publications and by the actual prevalence of the label, which is unknown. 
5. Results are not completely reliable: Data is compiled from a wide range of                         
experiments that have an associated experimental error inherent to the experimental                     
procedure. We have observed contradictory labelling in the results compiled from                     
different reference sources. 
6. Interpretability of models: The models to be developed in this domain should aim                         
to present insights that explain the predictions to users. Thus, machine learning                       
methods with “Black Box” prediction methods are not the first choice. 
Related Works 
The introduction of machine learning into the drug discovery domain is relatively recent, and                           
has evolved from traditional similarity search approaches, into more sophisticated methods.                     
Most of the research made in this domain is done by big pharmaceutical companies and                             
private drug discovery firms with rich knowledge about the problem from all its points of                             
views and bases.Therefore, a limited number of publications are published, and in many                         
cases breakthrough results are kept privately, adding more difficulty to the problem. Yet few                           
related works can be found. 
Recently in 2012, a drug discovery challenge has been organized by Merck (one of                           
the largest pharma companies worldwide) through the Kaggle platform [10]. Introducing the                       
data and sufficient knowledge to the machine learning and data analysis community in an                           
attempt to build data mining methods in order to make predictions of biological activities of                             
compounds based on structure­activity relationships. The challenge has attracted the                   
attention of big pharma companies toward different machine learning technologies, specially                     
after the success of a deep neural network system which won the challenge. The system                             
development was led by G. Dahl, together with other doctoral students from the University of                             
Toronto and University of Washington, and was advised by G. Hinton, a well known figure in                               
the field of Neural Networks. Yet, the Merck challenge was built to predict a relatively small                               
dataset with only ​15 drug targets. Moreover, the winning system has achieved success using                           
deep learning which is considered to be a ‘black box’ architecture, and predictions made by                             
such system, despite the high accuracy, are hardly interpretable, which is a drawback from                           
the point of view of the potential pharma expert users in the drug discovery field. 
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A more recent work in the field, which was published in the Nature journal in mid                               
2015, has introduced a novel algorithm termed Weighted Ensemble Similarity (WES) [11].                       
WES was developed to identify potential active drug targets by a similarity search that is                             
suitable for large scale datasets. The main idea behind it, is to create a representative                             
structure that contains the key ligand structural features for each of the possible targets.                           
Those representative structures are then used for the similarity search. Therefore,                     
predictions take into account the overall similarity (ensemble) of relevant features for each                         
label rather than a decision made on the basis of a single example (nearest neighbor).                             
According to the cited article, an accuracy rate of 70% was achieved in an external test. The                                 
data used in this paper is different to the ChEMBL dataset. Moreover, different criteria were                             




In this chapter, we present the methodology of this work, which starts with a description of                               
the data preparation strategy for the data that will be used as training and validation sets of                                 
the models presented later. Followed by the introduction of the machine learning methods                         
developed and used for creating multi­label models. Finally we define the model validation                         
measures used for evaluating the multi­label models taking into account the incompleteness                       
in the data. 
Data Preparation 
In this part of the project, we compiled bioactivity data from the ChEMBL database that                             
corresponding to active targets only, based on a set of criteria defined by experts in the                               
fields of chemistry and pharmacology from the company (Prous Institute for Biomedical                       
Research). These criteria were based on the degree of activation (potency) along with other                           
chemical conditions annotated in the experiments for the reaction of the molecules (ligands)                         
toward the different tested protein­receptor targets. As a result, the data extracted from                         
ChEMBL is transformed from its original numerical values describing activity (potency)                     
degrees, where it exists and complies with the criteria, into true binary value describing                           
presence of activity. Otherwise, false binary value refers to non­deterministic target                     
activation (which might be active or inactive). 
Having data which consists of activity information only, we consider activity for a                         
target as a positive label and otherwise non­deterministic association with a target is                         
considered unlabeled (or “Missing Label”), which is treated as negative label. Even Though,                         
we are aware that part of the unlabeled data might be positive, however it is known that the                                   
majority of it is negative and we have no extra information to determine the real activity.                               
From the point of view of machine learning we have a set of instances with activity results                                 
against a set of different targets, which can be represented as a Multi­label                         
binary­classification problem, in which for each instance a label has a value of 1 if the                               
molecule is active against the target and value of 0 if it is not known to be active (not                                     
necessarily inactive). 
Reviewing the literature, we found out that one of the most popular descriptors for                           
representing the chemical properties of the molecules are the Extended­Connectivity                   
Fingerprints (ECFPs). Fingerprints are fixed­length bit string of 1s or 0s indicating the                         
presence or absence of molecular topological features, certain values of molecular                     
descriptors, structural fragments, possible connectivity, types of pharmacophores, etc.                 
Fingerprints are mainly designed for molecular characterization, similarity searching, and                   
structure­activity modeling. In particular, we use a combination of two of type of such                           
fingerprints, the ECFP6 [12] (which is ECFP with a diameter of up to size 6, considered to                                 
benefit of including a high level of structural detail) and the E­State fingerprints [13] (which is                               
based on a different fragmentation approach of the structure). In total the length of the                             
combined fingerprints is 1103 bits. 
Moreover, fingerprints have shown to be most efficient to be used for similarity                         
search along with the well­established Jaccard­Tanimoto Coefficient of similarity (TC                   
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similarity) [14]. TC similarity is meant to estimate binary feature similarity in its standard                           










Through this chapter, for similarity calculation purposes between structures we depend on                       
the assumption that the chosen fingerprints are correctly and completely representing the                       
chemical properties. This means that as much as two structures are similar, in regards to                             
chemical, structural and target activity, they will have higher TC similarity. And vice versa,                           
the higher the TC similarity for two structures, the more chemically similar they are. In                             
particular if two structures have a TC similarity of 1, means they have equivalent chemical                             
properties, hence they will be associated to the same target receptors. 
For efficiency considerations, given the large dataset that we have, we disregard any                         
neighbor structure with similarity lower than ​0.3​, as it cannot be regarded as a near neighbor                               
by chemistry criteria. For the fingerprints that we use in this study, structures with a similarity                               
under ​0.3 have very different chemical and structural features. Considering neighbors with                       
lower similarities, increases the number of neighbors dramatically and will not add                       
substantially to the predictivity of a model based on TC similarity. 
An analysis plot is made based on TC similarity, to present the behaviour of the data,                               
see Figure 2.1. This plot shows the probability of having positive, negative or no label L,                               
given the TC similarity of the nearest neighbor (NN) with the label L.  
First, it can be noticed that based on the assumption of the TC similarity correctness,                             
the probability of having positive label L grows as the TC similarity to the NN having L grows,                                   
except for the highest bin (0.95­1.00) which is believed to be an error caused by the label                                 
incompleteness for few examples in this bin. However, counterintuitively, we found out that                         
negative labels are weak inactives relatively to the space. This means that structures with                           
negative label are relatively similar to structures with positive labels. And this is because of                             
that the inactive data is reported from the experiments testing for active compounds toward a                             










This section presents a description of the different machine learning models that were                         
trained. Some of the models were used in their standard form while others were customized                             
based on the hypothesis we made. All the methods presented below were implemented and                           
customized to the specificities of the data used in the project. 
The Binary Relevance (BR) approach was used to build multi­label models for                       
different machine learning methods. A BR model consist of independent binary models for                         
each label and then choosing the predictions of these binary models that should be selected                             
in the multi­label predictions. BR uses the one­against­all strategy for each binary model,                         
hence ignores the correlation between labels. 
At last, we present the Classifier Chains (CC) [15] approach, in particular the CC in                             
its ensemble framework. The CC is a simple approach that can model label correlations. 
 
Two possible approaches for selecting predictions to be included in the trusted retrieved                         
prediction list are explored.  
● Top­k selection: The first approach would be retrieving a fixed number of                       
predictions with top scores disregarding their values. We name this approach ‘​top­k’                       
where ‘k’ refers to the number of predictions per structure. it should be noted that                             
some test chemical structures may get a shorter prediction list than the fixed number,                           
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because the predictive algorithm made less than k predictions for those structures.                       
This option might be interesting from the software point of view, if we are interested                             
in always displaying, at most, a fixed number of results k, and different models can                             
be compared according to these prediction lists of equal length. 
● Fixed­threshold selection: The second approach, is setting a minimum score                   
threshold, and then including only results having greater scores than the threshold,                       
we named this approach as ‘​fixed­threshold ​’. In this case, it should be noted that                             
different number of predictions are made for each test structure. In particular some                         
structures may not get any prediction. This option may be more suitable to compare                           
models scoring ability and when the applicability domain of the model is considered.                         
In order to compare models, an average predicted LCp is selected (number of labels                           
predicted for each test chemical structure) and applied to the predictions made by                         
different models. The quality of prediction of two models can then be compared for a                             
fixed value of LCp; i.e. when the two models make the same average number of                             
predictions per test structure for the a given test set. 
Tanimoto Coefficient (TC) Model 
The TC model is a similarity instance­based retrieval model in which for each possible label,                             
a score value is given equal to the Jaccard­Tanimoto Coefficient (TC similarity) between the                           
test structure and the first nearest neighbor in the training set with that label. The labels are                                 
ordered by their score values in descending order, and only labels within the prediction’s                           
selection criterion (top­k or fixed­threshold selection) are retrieved for a given test structure.                         
The quality of prediction of the TC model is considered to be the ​baseline ​for this work.  
Given two structures ​S​1 and ​S​2 their fingerprints of ​n bits, we define ​b​j , i​as the 0 or 1 values                                           
of the bit number ​i, in the fingerprint for structure ​S​j​. The standard TC similarity measure can                                 
be written  
 
wh​ic​h ​c​o​rr​e​s​p​o​n​d​s ​to ​the number of active bits (i.e., ‘​1​’ bits) in common between the                             





This is an extension of the previous model, in which different probabilities were computed                           
over the training set, and transformed into weights which describe the relevance of each one                             
of the features (the fingerprint bits) for each one of the labels. We proposed weights based                               
on different conditional probabilities, and compared model validation results. 
Let us call ​L ​the event of a chemical structure having certain label​, i the bit index, and ​ᵯ� ∈                                       
(0,∞) ​a parameter that can be tuned empirically.  







Model validation results for the three weight options above did not show a large difference,                             
with first option as the best. Results can be looked up in table 1 of Appendix A1. However,                                   
throughout the body of the thesis only the first option for the weights is presented. Also in the                                   
reported results ​ᵯ� value was set to 1 as we had no justification to change it, however results                                   
showed that by decreasing this value, the differences between the weights of different bits                           





The WTCLS model is a similarity­based retrieval model, where for each label a                         
representative fingerprint (FP) is computed over the training set for the cluster of data with                             
the label. This model was implemented trying to reproduce the methodology introduced in                         
the Weighted Ensemble Similarity (WES) [11]. First, the statistical significance for each                       
specific label is computed for the bits of the original fingerprint.Then a significance threshold                           
was applied to select the relevant bits for each label. Significance of bits was evaluated by                               
their p­value using the one­sided Fisher’s exact statistic test. Finally, in order for the p­values                             
to be adjusted for multiple hypothesis tests, we computed q­values that were then used for                             
finding the relevant bits for each label by applying a ​0.05​ degree of confidence [17]. 
  
At prediction time, a modified TC similarity score is computed between the test instance and                             
each one of the labels’ representative FP. Finally, a prediction for the test structure is made                               
according to the ranking of the labels by their modified TC values. Higher score means                             
higher confidence in having the label. 
Let us define the test structure, ​S​j , and the structure ​S​L which represents label ​L ​with the                                   








This model was implemented as a workflow in the Knime platform [16] extended with Python                             
code. In particular statistics functions from the Scipy (Stats package) and Numpy libraries                         
[18] were used. 
Logistic Regression (LR) Model  
A well­known probabilistic model based on the optimization problem of finding the best­fit of                           
a logistic function to the probability associated to a binary response dataset in the feature                             
space. Model training reduces to finding the optimal parameter values for the logistic                         
function. Predictions are made applying the logistic function with the trained parameters, in                         
order to estimate the probability of having label ​L given the input test features ​x; ​which is the                                   
conditional probability ​P(L|x)​. The optimization method that we used is L­BFGS­B [19]. An                         
extension of the BFGS method categorized under the Quasi­Newton methods family, that                       
requires limited­memory and works with bound constraints. 
In our work, we built a prediction model that ranked labels based on the estimated                             
probability of having each label ​L​, given the ​TC​L similarity of the test instance to the nearest                                 
neighbor in the training set with the label ​L​. Labels are ordered decreasingly by their                             
predicted probability values, and only labels within the prediction’s list criteria are retrieved                         









This model was implemented as a workflow in the Knime platform [16], and supported with                             
Python code. Optimization methods from the Scipy (Optimize package) and Numpy libraries                       
[18] were used. 
Customized Logistic Regression (CLR) Model  
A customization of the previous LR model, introducing a new parameter ​β into the logistic                             
function. The intuition behind the additional parameter is to compensate for the                       
incompleteness of data. The probability, ​P(L|TC​L​), of a structure having label ​L given ​TC​L                           
(the similarity to the nearest neighbor, NN, in the training set with label L) in general                               
increases as ​TC​L ​increases. However, in many cases we noticed that the probability,                         
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P(L|TC​L​), does not tend to 1 when the similarity with the NN is close to 1 (​TC​L​=1​, ​which                                   
means complete similarity based on the features of the fingerprint and the similarity                         
function). In a few cases, we noticed a decrease in the probability for high values of the                                 
similarity. It is believed that the main cause of this inconsistency are both the label                             
incompleteness and the structure incompleteness of our training data (explained in the                       
introduction). Whereas the structure incompleteness usually increases as ​TC​L ​increases                   
causing fewer NN with similarity high values, which enlarge the error caused by label                           
incompleteness for that values. The new parameter ​β was introduced in order to allow the                             
logistic function to fit our data, which does not always reach probability 1 for ​TC​L =1​. The                                 
value of ​β describes the gap between the fitted probability function ​P(L|TC​L​) and the real                             
probability if the data was complete, ​P​R​(L|TC​L​), such that ​P​R​(L|TC​L​) = (1+β)*P(L|TC​L​). Please                         
note that a CLR model with a parameter value ​β​=0 ​corresponds to the standard logistic                             
regression (LR) model. The ​β ​parameter estimates the rate of missing data as proportion of                             
the observed data. Meanwhile, ​α estimates the rate of missing data as proportion of the                             
actual data. These two parameters are related by the equation 
 
As we do not have any further knowledge about the distribution of incompleteness in our                             
data, it is assumed that the incompleteness is uniform in the whole range of ​TC​L similarity                               
values. 
With the customized logistic function, it is possible to better fit the observed data in                             
terms of the probability ​P(L|TC​L​) and also to have an estimate of the amount of missing of                                 
data as evaluated by value of β​. As a result, a probability function that fits the actual data                                   









Another option was experimented, introducing ​β as a linear function of the TC, in order to                               






The model validation results with this second option, CLR­linearB, did not show notable                         
improvement over the first option, CLR­consB (These results can be checked in the                         
Appendix A3). Thus, throughout the body of the thesis only the first option is presented. And                               
will be named as CLR. 
Two types of predictions can be made with CLR model: (1) a ‘fitted’ probability prediction                             
using the optimized ​θ ​and ​β parameters, and (2) a ‘corrected’ probability prediction using the                             
optimized ​θ ​while removing the ​1/(1+β) term and therefore getting the amplification of the                           
fitted probability with the believed incompleteness degree estimated by ​β​. 
 
This model was implemented as a workflow in the Knime platform [16], supported with                           
Python code. To solve the optimization problem, methods from the Scipy (Optimize                       
package) and Numpy libraries [18] were used. 
Random Forest (RF) Model 
Notice that all the previous methods are relatively simple methods, that were used to better                             
understand the data, and introduce interpretable approaches. Random Forests (RF) [20] is                       
an advance ensemble machine learning method which has proven to be successful applied                         
to different problems, and it is widely used in computational drug discovery. RF predictions                           
need more effort to be interpreted than the previous methods, but still can be interpretable to                               
some degree using techniques such as displaying the tree rules that were used for                           
generating a prediction or by extracting variable importance.  
The RF works by constructing an ensemble of decision trees. Predictions are                       
generated based on the consensus of multiple trees. A decision tree is a sequence of rules                               
that split the data to optimize the information gain/entropy at each split. Predictions are made                             
in the leafs, and prediction scores are given based on the percentage of trees that voted in                                 
accordance. 
Following the Weka implementation of RF, two parameters were tuned based on the Out Of                             
Bag (OOB) error. The OOB error computed over 5 runs for each setting, using 50% of the                                 
training set (in order to limit computation time requirements) of the dataset DS1 described in                             
Chapter 1: 
 
1. Number of trees : Theoretically, increasing the number of trees in the Random Forests                             
ensemble reduces the variance without increasing the bias and thus improves the quality of                           
prediction, but it has computing overhead. The number of features for random selection at                           
each tree split was set to 33, which is the square root of the total number of features,                                   
according to the rule of thumb for classification advised by Breiman in [20]. In Figure 2.2, it is                                   
shown that the OOB error decreases as the number of trees is increased. Saturation of                             










2. Number of features per split: It is the number of randomly selected features to consider                               
at each split of the trees. Optimizing this value aids in preventing overfitting, and                           
consequently lowers the generalization error. By using this limitation we can expand trees                         
without pruning or limiting their depth, as the random feature selection handles the                         
regularization. As mentioned before, the recommended value for the number of features per                         
split in classification problems is , where p is the total number features. Taking this rule of        √p                        
thumb into consideration, the values tested in the optimization of the number of features                           
were {1, , , , , , , , ,p}. According to Figure 2.3, the smaller OOB error is  21√p √p 2√p 3√p 4√p 5√p 5
p
3
p                    
obtained using 100 random features per split. We notice that it is a larger value than that                                 
given by the rule of thumb (33). This could mean that there is a weaker correlation between                                 










This model was implemented as a workflow in the Knime platform [16] using Meka [21] and                               
Weka [22] nodes. It was also implemented as a Java project using the Meka and Weka APIs                                 
for further customizability. 
Ensembles of Classifier Chains (ECC) Model 
The ECC model is an ensemble of Classifier Chains (CC) models, both ECC and CC are                               
novel methods proposed by Read et al. [15]. These methods aim to model label correlations                             
while maintaining acceptable computational complexity. 
A CC model transforms the multi­label learning problem into a chain of binary                         
models, where subsequent binary classifiers in the chain are built upon the predictions of the                             
preceding ones. Hence a chain ​C​1​, … , ​C​|L| of binary classifiers is created, where ​L is the set                                     
of possible labels and ​|L| ​is its cardinality. Each classifier ​C​j in the chain is responsible for                                 
learning and predicting the binary association of label ​lj ∈ L given the feature space,                             
augmented by all prior binary relevance predictions in the chain ​l1​, ... , l​j−1​. The classification                               
process begins at ​C​1 ​and propagates along the chain: ​C​1 determines the probability ​P(l​1​|x)                           
and every following classifier ​C​2​, … , C​|L| learns the probability ​P(l​j |x , l​1​, ... , l​j−1​) ​where ​j                                       
takes values from ​2 ​to |L|​. The probabilities are given using a RF model, as a base classifier                                   
for the CC model. The parameters used for the RF model, number of trees and number of                                 
features per split, are assumed to have the same values previously learnt in the RF binary                               
relevance model. This parameters are near optimal as the feature space has not changed                           
dramatically. However, these values could be fine tuned to guarantee a optimal results. 
Clearly, the order of the chain itself has an effect on the model performance.                           
Therefore, an ensemble of such models, each with a different random chain ordering,                         
reduces that effect. Besides, model ensembles are well known for their ability of increasing                           
overall accuracy and overcoming overfitting. An ensemble of a number of CC models, is                           
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made by by bagging (bootstrap aggregating) 100% of the training instances and building a                           
CC model in each case. The final prediction probability is obtained by averaging the                           
probabilities given by each CC model in the ensemble. 
 
This model was implemented as a Java project using the Meka [21] and Weka [22]                             
packages. The source code of the ECC and CC classes in meka was modified to associate                               
probabilities to the predictions.  
Expectation Maximization (EM) Model 
The EM method [23] is a classical and widely used approach for missing data imputation                             
based on the observed data. The imputation is made with an iterative process of Expectation                             
and Maximization steps, for finding the maximum likelihood a posteriori depending on                       
unobserved latent variables. Where the latent variables expected values are being estimated                       
in the Expectation step at each iteration.  
The unobserved latent variables, in our problem, are the missing labels for the                         
unlabeled examples. Therefore, the positive and negative examples were fixed with their                       
labels, while the unlabeled examples (which are the majority of the examples) are initialized                           
with negative labels, as they are mostly negatives, but set to have the flexibility to change                               
their labels. 
In the standard definition of the EM algorithm, the iterative process terminates when                         
convergence of the maximum log likelihood is achieved. However, in the context of this                           
work, it is used in order to provide insight of data incompleteness, which is compatible with                               
the previous method of compensating the incompleteness by the parameter ​β​. Thus, the                         
termination condition is set to be fixed ​IN number of iterations, where each iteration, ​i, sets a                                 
number of positive examples such that after ​IN ​iterations the number of unlabeled that are set                               
to be positive is in accordance to the estimated ​β​. Given the number of positives, ​N​P​, and the                                   
estimated ​β for a label ​L​, the number of unlabeled to be set to positive ​N​U+ equals ​N​P​*β​,                                   
hence the final total number of positives on termination is ​N​P​*(β+1)​, which is the number of                               
actual positives according to the estimated ​β​. 
The Expectation step is performed as a prediction of the probability for unlabeled                         
examples of being positive using a RF model for each label. The Maximization step consists                             
of setting the labels to the unlabeled examples based on the expected probability computed                           
in the Expectation step. The number of unlabeled examples to be set to positive in the                               
iteration ​i, is the value (​i/I​N​)*(N​P​*β)​. Which guarantees that in the last iteration, ​i=I​N​, the                             
number of unlabeled examples that was set to positive is ​N​P​*β​. Notice that an unlabeled                             
example that was set to be positive in one step can then be reset to be negative in later                                     
iteration steps based on the expected probability for that example. 
 
This model was implemented as a Java project using the Meka [21] and Weka [22]                             
packages. The source code of the EM class in meka was modified to work with RF in a                                   




In multi­label classification models, model evaluation measures are usually averaged in                     
order to evaluate the performance of predictions over all labels. Two main options of                           
averaged measures are commonly used: (1) Micro­averaged measures compute the                   
average of all pairs of instance­label, with an equal contribution to the overall metric, and (2)                               
Macro­averaged measures compute the average value of the metric previously computed for                       
the individual labels, giving equal weight to each label. The difference between the two                           
options is that the first one measures the overall performance weighting each label by the                             
frequency with which it appears. While the second option weights equally the performance of                           
the different labels, and thus highlights less frequent labels. Obviously, we wish to improve                           
both averaged measures. However, in this work the micro­average is preferred, as we are                           
trying to increase the overall number of correct predictions made by the software. 
In this work we consider different measures which evaluate different performance                     
metrics. That is in order to make the most insightful evaluation of the multi­label models                             
performances over incomplete training and test datasets. Evaluation measures are detailed                     
below. 
Recall and AUC­PR 
When dealing with the information retrieval problem in the case of a skewed dataset, where                             
classes are imbalance and the minority class (positive label) is more important than the                           
majority class (negative label), a suitable performance metric is the pair of Precision and                           
Recall measures. Where Precision is the fraction of retrieved instances that are correctly                         
predicted as positives, and Recall is the fraction of actual positive instances that are                           
correctly retrieved. In general, Precision and Recall are inversely related, therefore both                       
should be considered and a balance should be achieved. Both Precision and Recall can be                             
computed as a micro­ and macro­averaged over the predictions. 
Let us define the following notation: TP is the number of True Positives, FP False Positives,                               




Although the problem involves data incompleteness, and the most complete training set                       
available today only includes a partial knowledge of the actual positive labels, the TP and FN                               
for the predictions can be calculated over the observed positive knowledge (OP). However,                         
the FP cannot be calculated nor estimated because a false positive can be either a real false                                 
positive or it can be caused due to a missing positive label in the observed test set.                                 
Therefore, we can assess the Recall but not the Precision with our partial knowledge of the                               
data.  





Consequently (using the equations Eq. 1,2,3 and 4), Precision and Recall can be expressed                           
as: 
Precision = Recall*(LCt/LCp) [Eq. 5] 
We notice that ​LCt ​is a constant parameter that depends on our knowledge about the                             
observed positive labels of the test set, but does not depend on the predictive quality of the                                 
model. ​LCp ​depends on the number of predictions that we make with our model, and hence                               
it depends on the threshold that we set to select the trusted prediction list. Therefore, as for                                 
equation Eq. 5, Precision is a function of the Recall and the average number of predictions                               
made per test structure, ​LCp​. Thus, given a fixed average number of predictions per                           
molecule, ​LCp​, it is sufficient to use the Recall to have an evaluation measure that allows us                                 
to compare performance of models. In this work, we evaluate models for ​LCp=~2​, a value                             
similar to the observed datasets ​LCt​. 
 
In addition, and in order to have a general evaluation that is independent of the predicted                               
LCp​, we consider the Precision versus Recall curve (PRC) and the area under this curve                             
(AUC­PR) [24]. Every point on the PRC is a pair of Precision and Recall for a specific ​LCp​,                                   
such that the PRC plots Precision and Recall over all possible ​LCp ​values. Therefore,                           
calculating the AUC­PR gives an accuracy index considering all possible predicted ​LCp​. And                         
can be used to compare performance between models, even though the value points in each                             
cut (Horizontal or Vertical, over the PRC) of the two models does not necessarily refer to the                                 
same predicted ​LCp​. The disadvantage of this method is that all predicted ​LCp ​values have                             
the same importance, and we may want to highlight the more meaningful ​LCp values, which                             
is the reason why we keep the Recall at fixed ​LCp ​as model validation measure. 
Ranking 
Label Ranking Loss (LRL) ​[25] is used in order to evaluate the ranking quality of the                               
predictions made by the different models. LRL is the average fraction of pairs of labels that                               
are incorrectly ranked. Thus, LRL averages for all predicted examples the number of pairs of                             
labels where the positive labels have a lower score than negative labels, weighted by the                             
total number of positive­negative label pairs for that example. This measure is a                         







In paper [4], Lee and Liu propose a performance measure that relates to the geometric                             
average of the Precision and Recall of the actual data, but can be computed from the                               
observed positive and unlabeled examples alone. We name this measure as ​PU­measure​,                       
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which stands for a measure calculated over positive and unlabeled examples. The                       
PU­measure is defined  
PU­measure = (Precision*Recall)/Pr[Y=1]​,  
where ​Pr[Y=1] is a constant equal to the frequency of actual positives in the test set. The                                 
PU­measure is proportional to the square of the geometric mean of Precision and Recall,                           
known as G­measure. G­measure has roughly the same behavior as for the harmonic mean,                           
which is known as the F1­score. 
The PU­measure is interesting because it can be estimated directly from the                       
validation set without making any further assumptions about the missing data. By noting the                           
relation  
(Precision*Recall)/Pr[Y=1] = (Recall^2)/Pr[f(x)=1]​,  
where ​Pr[f(x)=1] is the frequency of the positive predictions made by the model, it is shown                               
that the PU­measure can be estimated from the Recall and ​Pr[f(x)=1]​. As previously                         
explained, the Recall for the actual data, unlike the Precision for the actual data, can be                               
assessed over the observed labels.The PU­measure can be used as model selection                       
criterion. The higher the value of PU­measure, the better the model in predicting the actual                             
labels. PU­measure is computed as a macro­averaged measure over the different labels. 
 
We observe that the PU­measure can be adjusted to become a micro­averaged measure.                         
That can be done by converting the Precision and Recall for a single label into their                               
micro­averaged values for all labels, the Pr[Y=1] into the ​LCt​, and Pr[f(x)=1] into the                           
predicted ​LCp​. As a result, the micro­averaged PU­measure is ​(Recall​micro​^2)/LCp​. This leads                       
to the conclusion that if the ​LCp is fixed, the micro­averaged PU­measure depends only on                             
the micro­averaged Recall. This goes along with the Recall being sufficient in the evaluation                           
measure that we have suggested in the ‘​Recall and AUC­PR’ subsection, which consisted                         
on fixing the LCp and evaluating the observed data according to Recall. Therefore, for a                             
fixed LCp value, the micro­averaged Recall evaluates the model performance for both the                         








In the first place, we need to determine the criteria to select the trusted retrieved prediction                               
list. In Table 3.1, a comparison is shown of the performance of the two different criteria for                                 
determining the prediction list described in the introduction of the Methods subsection (in                         
chapter 2). This comparison is based on 3 different models and dataset DS1, which consists                             
of 505 labels. In order to make such comparison possible, we set 2 as the number of                                 
predictions to be made by the models according to the first approach, Top­2 selection.                           
Afterwards a score threshold is set for the second approach, Fixed­threshold selection, in                         
order to achieve the same predicted ​LCp as for the Top­2 approach. With this choice, the                               


















measure Recall Precision F‐1 Recall Precision F‐1 
TC 
Top‐2 1.98 37 0.6962 0.6559 0.6754 0.6477 0.6197 0.5918 0.1700 247.35 
Fixed‐threshold = 
0.6902 
1.98 6861 0.6916 0.6516 0.6710 0.6397 0.6651 0.6324 0.2796 259.43 
WTC 
[W=P(L|bi=1)] 
Top‐2 1.98 37 0.6862 0.6465 0.6658 0.6953 0.5973 0.6162 0.1772 238.41 
Fixed‐threshold = 
0.749 
1.98 5811 0.7097 0.6692 0.6888 0.6880 0.6587 0.6543 0.2538 274.43 
CLR with fitted 
probability 
Top‐2 1.98 37 0.6926 0.6525 0.6719 0.6248 0.6188 0.5771 0.1749 250.56 
Fixed‐threshold = 
0.355 
1.98 3733 0.7475 0.7046 0.7254 0.6683 0.6306 0.6390 0.1934 278.94 
 
Table 3.1. Performance comparison between the TC, WTC and ‘CLR with fitted probability’ models for                             




On the one hand, for the Top­2 approach we obtained a predicted ​LCp lower than 2,                               
moreover there were 37 structures that obtained no predictions. On the other hand, for the                             
Fixed­threshold approach many more structures obtained no prediction, between 3733 and                     
6861 depending on the model applied. This is due to the fact that the latter approach                               
focuses on the prediction scores and does not fix a number of predictions to be made per                                 
structure. As a result, some structures may get many predictions based on high scores                           
predictions and others get less based on such scores. This can be seen in Figure 3.3, where                                 
the actual structures have at least one label with descending distribution for increasing label                           
count. The predictions made by the CLR model with the Fixed­threshold approach also have                           
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similar descending distribution however may assign zero predictions for structures. While the                       










The model validation results show that according to the micro­averaged measures, in                       
particular the Recall, the TC model has slightly better performance using the Top­2                         
approach. While the CLR and WTC models, which show better results than TC, have                           
remarkable better performance using the Fixed­threshold approach. This is because the                     
Top­2 approach evaluates based on top ranking only, while the Fixed­threshold approach                       
evaluates based also on the assigned scores attached to the ranking. Hence, the algorithm                           
which assigns better scores has better performance compared to the Fixed­threshold                     
approach. 
Macro­average Recall worsens both in the TC and WTC models using the                       
Fixed­threshold approach. That is due to the fact that similarity models (such as TC and                             
WTC) are biased toward more populated labels over poorly populated labels. Therefore test                         
structures predicted with the most populated labels have higher prediction scores, causing                       
fewer predictions to be made for poorly populated labels in the Fixed­threshold approach,                         
and thus worse macro­averaged recall (which averages over the recall for all labels equally).                           
On the contrary, the CLR model has improved in macro­averaged recall with the                         
Fixed­threshold approach. The CLR is also biased due to the fact it is based on TC similarity                                 
as input. However, the CLR model fits a score function to each label which draws a                               
standardized scores taking into account only the instances of the learnt label, therefore it                           
compensates to some degree for the imbalance between labels. 
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The area under the Precision­Recall curve (AUC­PR) is not a good choice to                         
compare the two approaches to short list results, as the predicted LCp for the                           
Fixed­threshold approach is continuous while it is discrete for different k values in the Top­k                             
approach. 
Label Ranking Loss (LRL) seems to give better results for all models for the Top­2                             
approach. This is due to the different sizes of the prediction lists of the two approaches, and                                 
can be affected by the label incompleteness. Models with the Fixed­threshold approach                       
predict based on scores, as a result they may have longer prediction lists, where only part of                                 
them are observed in the known data since LCt=1.87. Therefore the Fixed­threshold                       
approach is highly penalized compared to the prediction list of length 2. Comparison                         
between the models with the Fixed­threshold approach with regard to the LRL, shows that                           
WTC improves over TC, and the CLR improves over both. This gives evidence of the                             
goodness of ranking retrieved by the different models. 
Finally, the Fixed­threshold approach seems to make better predictions for all models                       
according to the PU­measure. PU­measure is supposed to evaluate the performance over                       
the actual data while previous measures evaluate over the observed data. Comparison                       
between the models using the Fixed­threshold approach with regard to this measure shows                         
again that WTC improves over TC, and the CLR improves over both. 
As a sum up, we could see that for the developed methods WTC improves over TC,                               
and CLR improves over both of them in most validation measures. For the Fixed­threshold                           
approach WTC and CLR outperform TC considering both observed and actual data                       
validation measures. We conclude that the better performing algorithms benefit from using                       
the Fixed­threshold approach. Consequently, Fixed­threshold selection approach will be                 
used henceforward. 
WTCLS Model Results 
All the methods introduced in this work have showed successful results in general, exception                           
made of the WTCLS method, which has not improved over the baseline method (TC), with                             
all different weight options for all experimental datasets. Though having more efficient                       
runtime for prediction than TC model, results cast doubt over the ability of WTCLS to make                               
better predictions using label representative structures. 
In the article [11], the WES method is introduced to handle large­scale prediction                         
datasets. Both the training data and the external validation data used in the article are                             
different than the data used in this work. Moreover, the criterion for setting non­positive                           
labels for the external validation data used in the paper (criteria: positive ­ IC<10µM,                           
negative ­ IC>500µM) is different and more conservative than the criterion we used (criteria:                           
positive ­ IC<10µM, negative ­ IC>20µM). This means the validation used in the cited article                             
includes only strong negatives, compared to the negatives used in our validation set.                         
Intuitively, using larger margin between the positive and negative labels leads to more                         
separable data in the case of the paper. 
By creating a representative FP for each label, an overall similarity (ensemble) rather                         
than a single chemical structure decision (nearest neighbor) is considered. This might be                         
unuseful, when the data with certain label is separated into clusters, because the                         
representative FP could represent a central point which is out of the clusters. This is more                               
critical when the data has smaller margin between positives and negatives, as in our case.  
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The performance comparison made between the models in the paper, does not                       
guarantee improvement of the WES model over the TC model (named as 1NN in the paper).                               
First, because the WES model was constructed with a larger dataset than other models that                             
appear in the same article for comparison. Second, authors claim that the WES model                           




A comparison between the validation results for different models was made using the                         
dataset DS2, which is a subset based on a reduced number of labels from dataset DS1.                               
Likewise DS1, DS2 was splitted to a training and validation data set by a random split of the                                   
data. Therefore, this comparison evaluates the performance of the models over a validation                         
set that is similar to the training set. In order to make this comparison possible, the models                                 
were set with different score thresholds in order to achieve the same predicted label                           




















Recall Precision F‐1 AUC‐PR Recall Precision F‐1 AUC‐PR 
TC 0.68 1.97 1442 0.7372 0.6884 0.7119 0.6999 0.7223 0.6696 0.6926 0.6832 0.0332 16.09 
WTC 
[W=P(L|bi=1)] 
0.70 1.97 1330 0.7389 0.6900 0.7136 0.7074 0.7392 0.6640 0.6925 0.6975 0.0268 15.93 
LR 0.36 1.97 1246 0.7436 0.6933 0.7176 0.7113 0.7015 0.6788 0.6868 0.6832 0.0278 15.44 
CLR‐constB 
Fitted prob. 
0.44 1.97 1262 0.7443 0.6944 0.7185 0.7274 0.7049 0.6780 0.6874 0.6832 0.0268 15.40 
CLR‐constB 
Corrected prob. 
0.54 1.97 1286 0.7431 0.6935 0.7175 0.7096 0.7145 0.6754 0.6933 0.6832 0.0266 15.92 
Random Forest 0.27 1.96 223 0.8510 0.8182 0.8343 0.8901 0.8210 0.8121 0.8154 0.8642 0.0186 22.26 
 




In general, the results show a slight improvement of the WTC, LR and CLR models over the                                 
TC model in regards to ranking measure and micro­averaged measures. While it can be                           
noticed that the RF model is improving significantly over all the other models in regards to all                                 
measures. 
The WTC model improves over the TC model according to all validation measures,                         
except for the PU­measure which is very similar in both cases. The improvement can be                             
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observed in the ranking measure and macro­averaged measures, in particular AUC­PR and                       
Recall. This means that WTC model in general performs better than the TC model for the                               
observed data, and in particular for the selected value of LCp. This is true for test structures                                 
which have poorly populated labels, but also WTC is slightly better performing than TC over                             
all labels in general. PU­measure is showing no signs of improvement for the actual data in                               
this case.  
Meanwhile, the three different Logistic Regression models (LR, CLR with fitted                     
probability and CLR with corrected probability) improve over the TC model with regard to the                             
ranking measure (LRL) and the other Micro­averaged measures, in particular they improve                       
over the TC model in AUC­PR and Recall, the best of them is the CLR model with fitted                                   
probability showing improvement of ​2.75% in micro­averaged AUC­PR. We notice that the                       
macro­averaged AUC­PR does not change for any of the cases, as it is the average over                               
AUC­PR of each of the labels independently. The macro­averaged AUC­PR for each label is                           
the same as the logistic functions are monotonic transformations of the TC scores that                           
change their values but keep the sorting order of the resulting scores. Therefore same pairs                             
of Recall­Precision values are preserved but at different scores, and PR curves are identical                           
in the TC, LR and in the two CLR models. This occurs for the PR curves of each one of the                                         
labels and for the macro­average of all labels. 
With this dataset, the CLR with corrected probability model has compensated for                       
data incompleteness with a micro­averaged ​β=~0.235 ​(e.g. the data incompleteness rate                     
α=~0.19​). No improvement was demonstrated over the CLR with fitted probability model                       
over the observed data. That can be due to the fact that the validation set which is a hold out                                       
of the training set has a similar pattern of data incompleteness as the training set Thus, it                                 
would not benefit from compensating for data incompleteness. However, a slight                     
improvement can be noticed in the PU­measure indicating improvement in the prediction                       
over the actual data. 
Finally, it can be noticed that the RF model, which is the most sophisticated model                             
among the models considered here, and it has a different input than the others, improves                             
remarkably over all other models. RF improves ​~18­19% in both micro­ and macro­averaged                         
AUC­PR measures over TC model, Improvements of ~​10­11% ​in Recall, and a better                         
ranking by LRL is achieved. Moreover, the expected performance over the actual data,                         
estimated by the PU­measure, has also improved significantly. Ultimately, the number of                       
structures that had no predictions in the RF model is small compared to other models,                             
meaning that this model not only has the best performance but also it offers the largest                               
applicability domain. Note, that the exact same ​LCp as for other models could not reached,                             
that is because the scores the RF assigns are discontinues values (fractions of positively                           
voting trees out of the whole 100 trees in the forest). However, the difference in ​LCp with the                                   
other models is small, and the lower ​LCp computed for the RF contributes not in favor of this                                   
model. 
 
For a more detailed view of the validation performance of the models, Figure 3.4 shows                             
Precision­Recall Curve (PRC), micro­averaged over all labels, for dataset DS2. An                     
improvement of the CLR model (with fitted probability) over TC model can be noticed,                           
especially when the predicted ​LCp is low. This might be related to the fact that the CLR                                 
model generates more polarized scores toward zero and one, compared to a linearly graded                           
scores by TC model. Therefore when the list of predictions is short it returns confident                             
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predictions, however when the prediction list size grows predictions with very low (nearly                         
zero) confidence are being retrieved. This means that the CLR is more accurate than the TC                               
model for the most confident predictions they make. It can be noticed the significant                           
improvement of RF model over both models for all predicted ​LCp ​values. Finally, a Random                             
model curve is plotted (in black) to relate the performance of all models to a random                               
prediction. This model makes random label predictions with probabilities equal to the                       
frequencies of the different labels in the training set. 
Note that the PR curve for the TC model does not go to lower Recall values than                                 
~0.13, which means that for any predicted ​LCp the Recall is higher than ​~0.13​. Theoretically,                             
random elimination of predictions from that list, will cause a reduction of the Recall while                             
preserving the same Precision value, because the rate of true predictions is the same for                             
any random subset of the prediction list. Accordingly, and in order to make a fair comparison                               








The motivation for using a customized LR model was the need for a binary model, which is                                 
able to fit a nonlinear distribution of the data and finally to be adjusted, as for model CLR, in                                     
attempt to compensate the data incompleteness. Therefore, besides the better performance                     
results we achieved with the CLR model, it can be seen in Figure 3.5 that CLR model also                                   
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better fits the observed data compared to the TC model. The left figure refers to the Training                                 
set and the right figure refers to the validation set of the dataset DS2. The green bins                                 
describe the distribution of molecule structures having a label L given the TC similarity of the                               
first nearest neighbor (NN) with that label L, they were computed over the observed dataset,                             
thus they reflect the ground truth. The yellow curve describes the prediction scores                         
generated by the TC model; the light blue curve describes the prediction scores generated                           
by the standard LR model; the blue line curve describes the CLR model with the fitted                               
probability, this curve seems to best fit the data bins compared to the other models; the                               
dashed blue curve describes the CLR with the corrected probability. The latter model is                           
amplification of the blue curve by ​β ​(the estimated data incompleteness), assumed to correct                           
the probability in order to fit the actual data if it was equally incomplete for any TC similarity.                                   






Figure 3.5. Micro averaged probability of having a label L for chemical structures that have Tanimoto                               




Beside the performance measures, calibration graphs are presented, in Figure 3.6. In order                         
to show the quality of the associated scores to classification by models. It can be observed                               
that the CLR model seems to be the better calibrated model. The RF model is less                               
calibrated, and its calibration curve shows that it is more conservative in the scores that it                               
assigns than the other models. With regard to calibration, the TC model performs badly                           
compared to the other models, assigning much higher scores than the ground truth in most                             











In this part of the validation experiments we make a similar comparison than in the previous                               
section. We use models built with the same algorithms as in the previous section, however                             
now they will be trained and applied over the dataset DS3. This dataset originates from the                               
same data as dataset DS2 but splitted into training and validation sets taking into account                             
the exact source reference (the source article or patent) of every data instance. This way of                               
























Recall Precision F‐1 AUC‐PR Recall Precision F‐1 AUC‐PR 
TC 0.45 1.99 4599 0.3967 0.2974 0.3399 0.2470 0.4405 0.2663 0.3059 0.2432 0.3381 4.84 
WTC 
[W=P(L|bi=1)] 
0.47 1.99 4199 0.4238 0.3179 0.3633 0.2730 0.4633 0.2921 0.3241 0.2727 0.3230 4.89 
LR 0.02 1.99 4099 0.4015 0.3009 0.3440 0.2525 0.4165 0.2762 0.2983 0.2432 0.3359 4.88 
CLR‐constB 
Fitted prob. 




0.02 1.99 4425 0.4065 0.3050 0.3485 0.2564 0.4311 0.2680 0.3109 0.2432 0.3245 4.96 
Random Forest 0.16 1.96 1056 0.5326 0.4072 0.4615 0.4567 0.4797 0.3693 0.3973 0.3783 0.1349 8.19 
 




To start with, it can be noticed that the validation results for all models have worsened                               
compared to the previous dataset. That is due to the nature of the separation of dataset                               
DS3, in which the validation set is less similar to the training set than in the random split.                                   
This is also shown by the lower score threshold values for achieving similar predicted ​LCp​.                             
Again, the results show slight improvement of WTC, LR and CLR models over the TC model.                               
And it can be noticed that the RF model is improving significantly over all the others in                                 
regards to all measures. 
The WTC model improves over the TC model, according to all measures. The                         
improvement is more notable than in the random split experiment results, therefore it seems                           
that the WTC model is more generalizable. 
Once again, the three Logistic Regression models show improvement over the TC                       
model in regards to the ranking measure and the Micro­averaged measures. The best model                           
is again the CLR with fitted probability, showing improvement of ~​1.5% in micro­averaged                         
AUC­PR and ​~1.4%​ in ranking loss.  
With this dataset, the CLR with corrected probability model has compensated for                       
data incompleteness with a micro­averaged ​β=~0.244 ​(equivalent to a data incompleteness                     
rate ​α=~0.21​).  
Although, it can be noticed that the CLR with corrected probability has closed the                           
performance gap to CLR with fitted probability, in regards to the micro­averaged measures,                         
compared to dataset DS2. Besides having a better performance than the regular LR model                           
in all measures, and having slightly better performance over the actual data (measured by                           
PU­measure) than all other models, except for the RF model. Yet, compensating for missing                           
data does not show better performance over the observed data than fitting the training data                             
directly with the fitted CLR model. That can be for two reasons: First and more probable, as                                 
mentioned in the introduction section we realize that the data incompleteness pattern can be                           
both NMAR (Not Missing at Random) and MAR (Missing at Random), therefore the                         
incompleteness in the data in many cases exists for a reason related to the property of the                                 
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data. Thus, attempts to compensate for data incompleteness cannot be fully validated,                       
because the incompleteness pattern which exists in our Training set may also exists in any                             
dataset that we might want to predict, coming from the conditions of the experiments the                             
data was extracted from. Second, selecting a Validation set considering the references of                         
the data, attempts to separate the data points to best avoid redundancies in the labelling of                               
similar structures in both Training and Validation sets, however that does not make sure to                             
get different incompleteness patterns. Therefore, in order to completely assess the                     
performance of the CLR model with corrected probability over an observed data, the                         
methods should be applied on more datasets coming from different data sources.  
Finally, we can see that the RF model improves remarkably in the validation by                           
reference over all other models, with improvements over the TC model of ~20% and ~13% in                               
the micro­ and macro­averaged AUC­PR measures, respectively. With an improvement in                     
Recall of 14% for the ​LCp=1.99 ​over the TC model. Also, much better ranking is achieved by                                 
the RF model with a ~20% improvement in LRL. Moreover, the expected performance over                           
the actual data, measured by PU­measure, has also improved.  
 
The Precision­Recall Curve (PRC), micro­averaged over all labels for dataset DS3, can be                         
seen in Figure 3.7. First, it can be observed that the areas under all curves decreased                               
compared to curves of the same models with the dataset DS2 (Figure 3.4). It can still be                                 
seen a slight improvement of the CLR model (with fitted probability) over the TC model. And                               
a significant improvement of the RF model over both models for all predicted LCp values. 
Note that for the PRC curves of the TC and CLR models, there are no points for Recall value                                     
between ~0.75 and 1. That is because the similarity search was limited for neighbors with                             
similarity higher than 0.3. Also note, that an abnormal leap appears for the CLR curve for                               
very low recalls. Which means that a high precision was achieved for very few predictions,                             









Figure 3.8 shows that the validation set obtained from dataset DS3 has different distribution                           
than the training set. i In particular, it shows fewer positive examples for chemical structures                             
with high TC similarity to the first nearest neighbor with the given label in the validation set                                 







Figure 3.8. Micro­averaged probability of having a label L for chemical structures that have Tanimoto                             




Finally, evaluating the models by calibration graphs, over dataset DS3, can be seen in                           
Figure 3.9. Shows that while TC model kept being badly calibrated, CLR model calibration                           
became worsen compared to the dataset DS2. The Random Forest model maintained                       
reasonably calibrated, similar to calibration plot for dataset DS2 (Figure 3.6). This shows                         












In the comparison of the validation results of the different models described in the previous                             
sections, the RF model showed significant improvement over all other models. Given these                         
results, we decided to build an Ensemble of Classifier Chains (ECC) model with the RF                             





















measure Recall Precision F‐1 AUC‐PR Recall Precision F‐1 AUC‐PR 
DS2 
 
RF 0.27 1.96 223 0.8510 0.8182 0.8343 0.8901 0.8210 0.8121 0.8154 0.8642 0.0186 22.26 
ECC 
5 chains 
0.19 1.96 146 0.8186 0.7863 0.8021 0.8649 0.7746 0.8122 0.7824 0.8493 0.0157 21.05 
ECC 
25 chains 
0.19 1.96 158 0.8276 0.7954 0.8112 0.8741 0.7833 0.8181 0.7901 0.8578 0.0136 20.92 
DS3 
RF 0.16 1.96 1056 0.5326 0.4072 0.4615 0.4567 0.4797 0.3693 0.3973 0.3783 0.1349 8.19 
ECC  
5 chains 
0.14 1.96 786 0.5543 0.4230 0.4798 0.4813 0.4615 0.3924 0.3969 0.3908 0.1044 6.99 
ECC 
25 chains 
0.14 1.96 795 0.5520 0.4212 0.4778 0.4802 0.4613 0.3867 0.3936 0.3950 0.1017 6.77 
 
Table 3.4. Performance comparison between the RF, ECC with 5 chains and ECC with 25 chains                               




According to the results, the ECC models seem to have worse micro­ and macro­averaged                           
performance over the dataset DS2 than the Binary Relevance model of RF, while having a                             
better performance for dataset DS3. Noticing that the performance for DS2 (training and                         
validation sets by randomized selection) is much higher than for DS3 (dissimilar training and                           
validation sets from different literature references), this means that the RF model is tightly                           
fitting the training set. While, more information is considered by the ECC model, which                           
makes a less overfitted model to the training data with higher generalizability. 
The ECC models seem to have better ranking by LRL than the RF for both datasets,                               
which can have two causes: The first one is that the ECC gives higher ranking in the                                 
prediction list to labels that are observed. The second cause, is that ECC makes at least one                                 
prediction for a larger number of structures than RF, therefore ECC has shorter prediction                           
lists per structure, thus ECC is less penalized for incorrect predictions.  
Finally, ECC has worse performance than RF over the actual labels, estimated by the                           
PU­measure, for both datasets. This could be an effect of the incompleteness of the data,                             
since labels that have not appeared together in the observed dataset are less likely to be                               
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both predicted at the same time. Thus, the prediction ability for coexisting actual labels in the                               
validation set is limited by the incompleteness of the training set. The ECC method would                             
have been more effective for training datasets with higher label cardinality than the                         
considered here (Recall that, the label cardinality of the training sets DS2 and DS3 are ~1.86                               
and ~1.93, respectively), as a higher labels correlations can be easily detected in datasets                           
with higher label cardinality. 
Missing Data Imputation (MDI) Using EM 
Previously we have introduced a method to estimate and compensate for data                       
incompleteness by developing the Customized Logic Regression (CLR) model with                   
corrected probability. This model was built upon three assumptions:  
(a1) The probability, ​P(L|TC)​, of a structure having label ​L given the similarity ​TC ​with                             
the Nearest Neighbor (NN) increases as ​TC ​increases.  
(a2) The probability ​P(L|TC)​ should go asymptotically to ​1​ as similarity ​TC ​goes to ​1​.  
(a3) The incompleteness rate of the data is uniform across the different values of ​TC​,                             
meaning that the missing data is proportional to the observed data.  
However, these assumptions were never proved and cannot be easily validated since all                         
public or commercial data sources in the field of molecular target characterization are very                           
incomplete in essence. Thus, we suggest to perform a missing­data imputation by a different                           
method with independent basis, and validate the assumptions (a1) to (a3) against it. 
The EM method with ​10 iterations and a RF algorithm as its base classifier was used                               
over the dataset DS4. In order to have results comparable to CLR, for each label the EM                                 
method was used to impute the missing number of labels over the unlabeled structures in                             
the training set, according to the corresponding ​β ​value estimated from CLR. In Figure 3.10                             
shows the probability of having label ​L​, of an average label (​‘H1 receptor’ label), for chemical                               
structures that have Tanimoto similarity ​TC ​with the first training set nearest neighbor with                           





Figure 3.10. Probability of having the ​‘H1 receptor’ label for chemical structures that have Tanimoto                             
similarity ​TC ​with the first training set nearest neighbor with the ​‘H1 receptor’ label. 1NN stands for the                                   




In the left side of Figure 3.10, it can be noticed that the probability of having the label for the                                       
original data does not always increase as ​TC ​similarity increases. The probabilities even                         
decrease for ​TC ​values in the range ​0.9­1​. In addition, the probability value does not exceed                               
the ​0.7 for ​TC close to ​1​. Whereas the probability of having the label for the completed data,                                   
monotonically increase as the ​TC ​to the first nearest neighbor (NN) with the label increases                             
and reaches the value of ​~1 for ​TC ​nearly ​1​. Therefore, according to the results of the EM                                   
method, the assumptions (a1) and (a2) are correct.  
Furthermore, it can be noted that the CLR with corrected probability curve fits the                           
tendency of the completed data better than the CLR with fitted probability curve and LR                             
probability. 
 
The data incompleteness rate for the ​‘H1 receptor’ ​label based on the results of the                             
imputation by EM is shown in Figure 3.11. The incompleteness rate is expressed by the ​α                               











From the results we show in Figure 3.11, we see that the value estimated for ​β by the CLR                                     
model, which equals ​0.264, is in the range of values obtained by the Missing Data                             
Imputation (MDI) EM method in each one of the bins of Tanimoto values. This is to be                                 
expected since the value determined for ​β ​in the CLR model has been used as constraint of                                 
the EM method. However, the MDI shows a non­constant missing rate which does not agree                             
with the assumption (a3) we made. Therefore, the ​β estimated in the CLR model can be                               
considered only as an approximation but cannot flexibly compensate for the data                       
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incompleteness. Figure 3.11 tells us, according to MDI, what is the actual distribution of                           
incompleteness as a function of the TC to the nearest neighbor with the label.  
 
Notice that according to Figure 3.10, for the bins ​‘0.90­0.95’ and ​‘0.95­1.00’ there was an                             
inconsistent decrease in the probability for the original data. A reason for this inconsistency                           
is the low number of chemical structure examples found for high ​TC ​values (note the fewer                               
red circles compared to lower ​TC ​values). This inconsistency causes a higher missing rate                           
for higher similarities. Figure 3.11 seems to show a TC similarity range with high missing                             















Once again, it can be noticed that the average CLR model with corrected probability curve                             
fits better the tendency of the completed data for wider range of bins than the CLR with fitted                                   






Figure 3.13. ​Missing data rate based on the results of the imputation by EM micro­averaged for all                                 
labels, expressed by the parameters ​α​ and ​β​. Computed for the dataset DS4. 
 
The micro­averaged data incompleteness rate based on the results of the imputation by EM                           
can be seen in Figure 3.13. Also in this case, the missing data rate does not seems to be                                     
constant. Noting that once again the value estimated for ​β by the CLR model, which equals                               
0.244, is in the range of values obtained by the MDI. Finally, we have also seen that the CLR                                     
model with corrected probability fits better the completed data than both the CLR model with                             
fitted probability and the LR model. 
 
As a conclusion, we have seen that assumptions (a1) and (a2) seem to be validated by the                                 
results of MDI. While the assumption (a3) is clearly not in agreement with the MDI results.                               
We note that the assumption (a3) of ​β ​constant was made as there was no information or a                                   
way to estimate the incompleteness. However, now based on the CLR method to estimate                           
the total rate of incompleteness and the MDI method to learn how the incompleteness is                             
distributed, a better functional estimation of the ​β ​dependence with the TC to the nearest                             
neighbor can be made. In a future work, this could support better estimates of the                             








In the work presented here, we have explored different computational prediction methods for                         
an important and ‘real world’ problem in drug discovery. We started by studying the problem                             
and translating it into a machine learning framework, in particular as a multi­label problem                           
where the different targets were the labels, and we used binary Fingerprints (FP) as features                             
representing the chemical structures. 
One of the principal characteristics of the problem is that the available data has                           
severe incompleteness, in which the missing rate cannot be reliably estimated. We have                         
introduced an evaluation measure that is able to assess the performance of multi­label                         
models coping with the incompleteness in the data (PU­measure). We also proposed that a                           
prediction model with incomplete validation data can be evaluated taking into consideration                       
only the Recall measure for a fixed number of predictions per molecule.  
Based on a similarity search with the Tanimoto Coefficient (TC), the problem was                         
transformed from its original form into a one­dimensional feature space. Using this                       
transformation, a visualization of the data became feasible, and consequently further insights                       
were exposed. Moreover, a baseline model was created based on this nearest neighbor                         
similarity. 
A weighted similarity search (WTC) model based on the weights extracted from                       
statistics of the frequency of the bits of the fingerprint descriptors in the training set, was                               
implemented. Which has shown to outperform the baseline model. 
A Customized Logistic Regression (CLR) model was also proposed which fits the                       
probability of having the label for the training data in the TC space, ​P(L|TC)​. Such a model                                 
has shown improvement over the baseline model, with better calibration of the predicted                         
probability over other models. Furthermore, a corrected probability version of the CLR model                         
was suggested to compensate for the data incompleteness. The CLR model with ‘corrected’                         
probability has shown better prediction ability over the actual data (estimated with the                         
PU­measure) compared to the models TC, WTC and CLR with ‘fitted’ probability. The rate of                             
compensation, to compensate for incompleteness, estimated by the CLR model was referred                       
as the parameter ​β​ described in Chapter 3​.  
A Random Forest (RF) model has demonstrated significant improvement over all                     
other prediction models, considering observed and actual data. Also, RF has proven a solid                           
predicted probability quality. Moreover, this model was extended with an Ensemble of                       
Classifier Chains (ECC) approach to introduce correlations between the labels. The ECC                       
model, has shown a better generalization ability over the RF model. 
Finally, a Missing Data Imputation (MDI) method has been suggested using the                       
well­known Expectation­Maximization (EM) approach. The EM was based on the best                     
performing single model, the RF algorithm, and used the estimated label incompleteness                       
suggested by CLR model as a termination criterion. The completed data generated by the                           
MDI method has showed the distribution of the incompleteness in our original data.  
In the work presented here, we were able to develop techniques and propose                         
methods to approach multi­label target prediction in drug discovery and deal with the                         
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limitation of data incompleteness. We have suggested ways to estimate label                     
incompleteness and the distribution of incompleteness in our data, contributing to the                       
understanding of an important problem that has not been previously solved in the relevant                           
literature. 
Outlook 
Prediction methods in drug discovery try to solve a sophisticated problem with many                         
challenges. In this work, we have focused on building a predictive model considering the                           
data incompleteness challenge, however several pathways remain open for extending the                     
work presented in this thesis. Some of these are: 
● The CLR model could be re­trained with the incompleteness introduced as a function                         
(parameterized by few parameters) with the shape of the distribution learnt by the                         
Missing Data Imputation (MDI) method. 
● Creating artificial incompleteness in the original dataset and validating the methods                     
we have suggested for dealing with incompleteness over that incompleteness that we                       
know. The artificial incompleteness can be created both by randomization or by                       
non­random generation. 
● Creating a multiple regression model of target inhibition potency starting from real                       
valued properties, describing potency of the interaction between the drug­like                   
compounds and the targets. Potency data should have more information useful for                       
modeling, than the multi­label training set analyzed in this work.  
● Applying a balancing methods to the Random Forest (RF) model, to make sure the                           
equity of prediction among differently represented labels.  
● Integrating the weighted similarities retrieved by WTC model, as input of the LR                         
model. 
● This work should be extended with more training ­validation datasets, and statistical                       
tests should be applied over each of the evaluation measures in order to assert                           
significance of the improvements, and to extract more solid conclusions. 
● After winning a better insight into the problem, approaching it with more advanced                         
algorithms. Such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), which tends to give well                       
discriminating and calibrated models. The ANN can be considered as an extension of                         













































































Model Predicted LCp 





measure Recall Precision F‐1 Recall Precision F‐1 
WTC 
[W=P(L|bi=1)] 
1.98 0.7097 0.6692 0.6888 0.6880 0.6587 0.6543 0.2538 274.43 
WTC 
[W=P(L|bi=1)‐P(L)] 


























measure Recall Precision F‐1 AUC Recall Precision F‐1 AUC 
DS2 
CLR‐consB 1.97 0.7443 0.6944 0.7185 0.7274 0.7049 0.6780 0.6874 0.6832 0.6895 15.40 
CLR‐linearB 1.97 0.7444 0.6939 0.7183 0.7274 0.7039 0.6764 0.6860 0.6832 0.6856 15.29 
DS3 
CLR‐consB 1.99 0.4091 0.3064 0.3504 0.2619 0.4331 0.2661 0.3112 0.2432 1.6766 4.90 
CLR‐linearB 1.99 0.4079 0.3084 0.3513 0.2621 0.4310 0.2666 0.3111 0.2432 1.6683 4.90 
 
Table 1.​ Performance comparison of CLR model with the two options of introducing ​β​ as a constant or 
as a linear function. Results are based on datasets DS2 and DS3. 
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